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Abstract. Let g be a cuspidal newform (holomorphic or Maass) of arbitrary level and ne-
bentypus, w a primitive character of conductor q, and s a point on the critical line <s ¼ 12 . It is
proved that
Lðgn w; sÞfe; g; s q1=2ð1=8Þð12yÞþe;
where e > 0 is arbitrary and y ¼ 764 is the current known approximation towards the
Ramanujan–Petersson conjecture (which would allow y ¼ 0); moreover, the dependence on s
and all the parameters of g is polynomial. This result is an analog of Burgess’ classical sub-
convex bound for Dirichlet L-functions. In Appendix 2 the above result is combined with a
theorem of Waldspurger and the adelic calculations of Baruch–Mao to yield an improved
uniform upper bound for the Fourier coe‰cients of holomorphic half-integral weight cusp
forms.
2000 Mathematics Subject Classiﬁcation: 11F66; 11F67, 11M41.
1 Introduction
Let g be a general cusp form, that is,
 a holomorphic form of integral weight kgb 1, level D, and nebentypus wg,
 or a Maass form of weight 0 or 1 (without loss of generality), level D,
and nebentypus wg having spectral parameter tg ¼ l 14
 1=2
, where l is the
Laplacian eigenvalue.
(1.1)
We suppose that g is ‘‘new’’ in the sense of Atkin-Lehner theory; in particular, g is
an eigenform of the Hecke operators Tn, nb 1, and we will denote by lgðnÞ its n-th
Hecke eigenvalue. We shall be concerned with the twist gn w, where w is a primitive
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character to a large modulus q. This is again a newform (of level dividing Dq2), and
its L-function Lðgn w; sÞ equals up to ﬁnitely many Euler factorsPn lgðnÞwðnÞns; to
be precise, we have
Lðgn w; sÞ ¼ P
nb1
lgnwðnÞ
ns
¼ Q
pFðq;DÞ
1 lgðpÞwðpÞ
ps
þ w
2  wgðpÞ
p2s
 !1 Q
pjðq;DÞ
1 lgnwðpÞ
ps
þ wgnwðpÞ
p2s
 1
:
In this paper we are interested in upper bounds for Lðgn w; sÞ when s is on the crit-
ical line <s ¼ 12 .
In some respects, the weight kg of a holomorphic form and the spectral parameter
tg of a Maass form behave similarly, the reason being that if g is holomorphic of
weight k, then yk=2gðzÞ is Maass having spectral parameter t ¼ i k12 . For a uniform
notation let us therefore deﬁne the inﬁnity type ~mg of g as
~mg :¼
kg1
2 if g is holomorphic of weight kg
tg if g is a Maass form of weight 0 or 1 and
Laplacian eigenvalue 14þ t2g ;
8><>:
and let us write mg :¼ 1þ j~mgj. Then the general convexity bound gives
Lðgn w; sÞfe ðjsjmgqDÞeðjsjmgÞ1=2D1=4q1=2
for <s ¼ 12 and for any e > 0 which, however, is often not su‰cient for applications.
In particular, it is of interest to break convexity in the q-aspect while keeping a
polynomial control in the remaining parameters jsj, mg, D.
The ﬁrst breakthrough was obtained by Duke–Friedlander–Iwaniec [DFI93]. If g
is holomorphic of level D ¼ 1 they proved the subconvex exponent
1
2
 1
22
;ð1:2Þ
using the d-symbol method. In the case of a general holomorphic cusp form of weight
at least 2, Bykovskiı˘ [By96] derived, by a di¤erent method, the stronger subconvex
exponent
1
2
 1
8
ð1:3Þ
as long as ðD; qÞ ¼ 1. While it is unclear whether and to what extent Bykovskiı˘’s
method carries over to the general case (1.1), the second and third author in-
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dependently used the strategy from [DFI93] to break convexity also in the Maass
case [H03a, H03b, M04a]. As a notable feature of [H03a], a very ﬂexible variant
of the d-symbol method due to Jutila [J92, J96, J99] was introduced into the
argument.
Sarnak [S01] recently developed a new method using relatively deep spectral anal-
ysis and in particular estimates for triple products of automorphic forms. Although
not stated explicitly, his method yields
1
2
 1 2y
14þ 4yð1:4Þ
when g is holomorphic; see also [Co03, CoPSS] for an explicit version in the more
general context of holomorphic modular forms over totally real ﬁelds. This is stron-
ger than (1.2), but weaker than (1.3). Here and henceforth, yb 0 denotes any
admissible constant, by which we mean that the following approximation to the
Generalized Ramanujan–Petersson conjecture is satisﬁed:
Hypothesis Hy. For any cuspidal automorphic representation p on GL2ðQÞnGL2ðAQÞ
with local Hecke parameters a
ð1Þ
p ðpÞ, að2Þp ðpÞ for p <y and mð1Þp ðyÞ, mð2Þp ðyÞ, one has
the bounds
jað jÞp ðpÞja py; j ¼ 1; 2
ðresp: j<mð jÞp ðyÞja y; j ¼ 1; 2Þ
provided pp (resp. py) is unramiﬁed.
Currently, the best admissible constant is y ¼ 764 as follows from the work of Shahidi,
Kim–Shahidi, Kim and Kim–Sarnak [KS02, K03, KS03].
Eventually, Sarnak’s method and the bound (1.4) can be generalized to arbitrary g,
but this requires very delicate arguments from the theory of automorphic repre-
sentations. However, these di‰culties can be avoided, and in this paper we combine
various ideas from [Bl04b, HM04b] to obtain the stronger exponent
1
2
 1 2y
8
;ð1:5Þ
valid in the general case (1.1). Precisely, we have
Theorem 1. Let g be a cuspidal automorphic newform (i.e., either a holomorphic form
or a Maass cusp form) as in (1.1), and let w be a primitive character of conductor q. For
any e > 0 and for <s ¼ 12 one has
Lðgn w; sÞfe ðjsjmgDqÞejsjAmBg DCq1=2ð1=8Þð12yÞ;ð1:6Þ
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where
A :¼ 31þ 4y
16
; B :¼ 75þ 12y
16
; C :¼ 9
16
;
and 0a y < 12 is any real number such that Hypothesis Hy is satisﬁed. Since y ¼ 764 is
currently admissible, the current subconvex exponent equals
1
2
 25
256
¼ 103
256
¼ 0:40234375:
Remark 1.1. Unlike all previous bounds, our estimate is explicit in all the parameters
of g which turns out to be useful for applications. The numerical values of A, B, C
can be improved with more careful estimates.
Remark 1.2. The bound (1.6) should be compared with Burgess’ bound [B63] for
Dirichlet L-functions. Indeed, the square of Lðw; sÞ can be interpreted as the twisted
L-function LðEn w; sÞ, where E denotes the (derivative of the) standard weight zero
Eisenstein series of level 1 and Laplacian eigenvalue 14 . In this context, Burgess’
bound (in its hybrid version by Heath-Brown [HB78]) is written as
LðEn w; sÞfe ðjsjqÞejsj1=2q1=21=8:
Thus the bound of Theorem 1 is the cuspidal analog of Burgess’ result under the
Ramanujan–Petersson conjecture (i.e., y ¼ 0).
Remark 1.3. Under more restricted assumptions, the sharpest subconvex exponent
for this problem is due to Conrey–Iwaniec [CI00], namely
L gn w;
1
2
 
fe;mg q
1=3þe
for a quadratic character w and for g either a cusp form of level 1 or gðzÞ ¼
E z; 12þ it
 
the Eisenstein series of full level (here t A R); in the latter case, one has
L gn w;
1
2
 
¼ L w; 1
2
þ it
  2;
so this bound is the exact analog of Weyl’s 16 bound for the Riemann zeta function.
Note, however, that the argument leading to this bound uses crucially the positivity
of the central value L gn w; 12
 
and is therefore limited to the case of w a quadratic
character, g a self-dual modular form and to the special value s ¼ 12 .
Remark 1.4. It is a nice feature that our method permits a uniform treatment of all
cusp forms on GL2ðQÞnGL2ðAQÞ. Depending on the applications, Theorem 1 can be
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optimized with respect to various auxiliary parameters, and it can be used as an in-
gredient for several other subconvexity problems, some of which will be considered
elsewhere. Here we want to focus on Rankin–Selberg L-functions. Let f and g
be two cuspidal newforms. Then for s on the critical line one has the convexity
bound
Lð f  g; sÞfe;mf ;g; s q1=2þe;
where q denotes the level of f . The problem of improving this estimate was solved in
[KMV02, M04a, HM04a]. The hardest case is when the conductor of the nebentypus
of f is large (if the nebentypus is primitive for instance). In this conﬁguration, the
subconvexity problem for twisted L-functions plays a key role. In [HM04a], we use
the results of the present paper to obtain the following corollary:
Corollary. There exist positive absolute constants A, d > 0 with the following property.
For any two newforms f and g (holomorphic or Maass) of respective levels q, D and
respective nebentypus wf , wg such that wf wg is non-trivial, one has
Lð f  g; sÞf ðjsjmf mgDÞAq1=2d
for <s ¼ 12 . Assuming Hypothesis Hy we can take
d ¼ ð1 2yÞ
8
ð1 2yÞ
202
 e;
so that at the current state of knowledge d ¼ 12648 is admissible.
Combining some of the methods of [HM04a, Bl04b] and of the present paper it
is possible to reduce considerably the constant 202 above. We will return to this on
another occasion.
Remark 1.5. Theorem 1 can be combined with the powerful results of Shimura and
Waldspurger to improve on the known upper bounds for the Fourier coe‰cients of
half-integral weight holomorphic or Maass cusp forms. The recent careful adelic
calculations of Baruch–Mao enable one to derive these estimates with proper uni-
formity in all the parameters of the underlying cusp form. The details in the holo-
morphic case have been kindly worked out for us by Zhengyu Mao and have been
included in this paper as Appendix 2 (see Theorem 6).
Acknowledgements. The second author wishes to thank Universite´ Montpellier II
for its hospitality during the week June 15–21, 2004. The third author would like to
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2 Some general results
In this section, we indicate our normalization for the Fourier coe‰cients of modular
forms, recall some of their properties and state various results from the spectral
theory of automorphic forms; for more background and references, we refer to
[DFI02] and to [HM04a].
2.1. Fourier coe‰cients. We will follow the notation of [DFI02] to large extent. A
Maass cusp form g of weight kb 0 and Laplacian eigenvalue 12þ it
 
1
2 it
 
admits
an expansion
gðzÞ ¼ P
n AZ
n00
rgðnÞWðn=jnjÞðk=2Þ; itð4pjnjyÞeðnxÞ
in terms of the Whittaker function Wa; itðyÞ. Note that Wa; itðyÞ@ yaey=2 for
y! þy. For an Eisenstein series Ea z; 12þ it
 
attached to some cusp a of G0ðDÞ, we
have a Fourier expansion of the type
Ea z;
1
2
þ it
 
¼ da¼yy1=2þit þ ja
1
2
þ it
 
y1=2it
þ P
n AZ
n00
raðn; tÞWðn=jnjÞðk=2Þ; itð4pjnjyÞeðnxÞ:
Finally, when gðzÞ is a holomorphic cusp form of weight k, we write
gðzÞ ¼ P
nb1
rgðnÞð4pnÞk=2eðnzÞ;ð2:1Þ
keeping in mind that yk=2gðzÞ is a Maass form of weight k.
We will need the following general Voronoi-type summation formula ([HM04a,
Proposition 2.1]).
Proposition 2.1. Let g be a cusp form (holomorphic or Maass) of weight k, level D
and nebentypus wg. Let c1 0 ðmodDÞ, and let a be an integer coprime to c. If
F A Cyðð0;yÞÞ is a Schwartz class function vanishing in a neighborhood of zero, then
P
nb1
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
rgðnÞe n
a
c
 
FðnÞ ¼ wgðaÞ
c
P
G
P
nb1
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
rGg ðnÞe Hn
a
c
 
FG
n
c2
 
:ð2:2Þ
In this formula,
rþg ðnÞ :¼ rgðnÞ; rg ðnÞ :¼
G 12þ it k2
 
G 12þ itþ k2
  rgðnÞ;
and
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FGðyÞ :¼
ðy
0
F ðxÞJGg ð4p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
xy
p Þ dx;ð2:3Þ
where t ¼ tg is the spectral parameter of g in the Maass case, and
Jþg ðxÞ :¼ 2pi lJl1ðxÞ; Jg ðxÞ :¼ 0;
if g is induced from a holomorphic form of weight l;
Jþg ðxÞ :¼
p
chðptÞ fY2itðxÞ þ Y2itðxÞg; J

g ðxÞ :¼ 4 chðptÞK2itðxÞ;
if k is even, and g is not induced from a holomorphic form;
Jþg ðxÞ :¼
p
shðptÞ fY2itðxÞ  Y2itðxÞg; J

g ðxÞ :¼ 4i shðptÞK2itðxÞ;
if k is odd, and g is not induced from a holomorphic form.
2.2. Hecke operators. We recall that there is an action on the L2-space of modular
forms of level D and some given nebentypus by the commutative algebra T generated
by the Hecke operators fTngnb1. We denote by TðDÞ the subalgebra generated by
fTngðn;DÞ¼1 and call a holomorphic or Maass cusp form a Hecke–Maass cusp form if
it is an eigenform for TðDÞ. For a Hecke–Maass cusp form g we denote by wg its
nebentypus and by lgðnÞ its n-th Hecke eigenvalue. If Hypothesis Hy is valid, one has
jlgðnÞja tðnÞny;ð2:4Þ
where tðnÞ denote the divisor function. Moreover, for ðn;DÞ ¼ 1 the following rela-
tions hold:ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
rgðGnÞ ¼ rgðG1ÞlgðnÞ;ð2:5Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p
rgðmÞlgðnÞ ¼
P
djðm;nÞ
wgðdÞrg
m
d
n
d
  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
mn
d 2
r
;ð2:6Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
mn
p
rgðmnÞ ¼
P
djðm;nÞ
wgðdÞmðdÞrg
m
d
  ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
d
r
lg
n
d
 
:ð2:7Þ
If g is a Hecke form and belongs to the new subspace (in the sense of Atkin–Lehner
theory), then g an eigenform of all Hecke operators and the above relations hold with
no restriction on n. In this case, we say that g is a newform.
2.3. Kuznetsov’s formula and the large sieve. We make the following convention: if
f and g are two Maass cusp forms of the same weight, same level D, and same
nebentypus, then we normalize their Petersson inner product h f ; gi as
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h f ; gi ¼
ð
G0ðDÞnH
f ðzÞgðzÞ dx dy
y2
;ð2:8Þ
if f and g are holomorphic of weight k, h f ; gi is given as above with an extra yk
factor. In particular, we say that g is L2-normalized if hg; gi ¼ 1.
For a character w to modulus D, we denote by BðD; wÞ ¼ f fjgjb1 (resp. BhkðD; wÞ)
an orthonormal basis of the L2-space of weight 0 Maass cusp forms (resp. of the
space of holomorphic cusp forms of weight k) of level D and nebentypus w. If w is the
trivial character, we simply omit it from the notation. We can always choose a basis
formed of Hecke–Maass cusp forms, and we will pick a special basis later in section
3.1. Let us now recall Kuznetsov’s trace formula (in the trivial nebentypus case, see
[I87, Theorems 9.4, 9.5, 9.7]).
Theorem 2. Let m, n, D be positive integers and j A Cyc ðð0;yÞÞ. One has
1
4
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
mn
p P
c10 ðDÞ
Sðm; n; cÞ
c
j
4p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
mn
p
c
 
¼ P
k10 ð2Þ
GðkÞ~jðk  1Þ P
f AB h
k
ðDÞ
rf ðmÞrf ðnÞ þ
P
jb1
j^ðtjÞ
chðptjÞ rjðmÞrjðnÞ
þ 1
4p
P
a
ðþy
y
j^ðtÞ
chðptÞ raðm; tÞraðn; tÞ dt;
and
1
4
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
mn
p P
c10 ðDÞ
Sðm;n; cÞ
c
j
4p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
mn
p
c
 
¼ P
jb1
jðtjÞ
chðptjÞ rjðmÞrjðnÞ þ
1
4p
P
a
ðþy
y
jðtÞ
chðptÞ raðm; tÞraðn; tÞ dt;
where the Bessel transforms are deﬁned by
~jðk  1Þ :¼
ðy
0
jðxÞikJk1ðxÞ dx
x
;
ð2:9Þ j^ðtÞ :¼
ðy
0
jðxÞ p
2 chðptÞ fY2itðxÞ þ Y2itðxÞg
dx
x
;
ð2:10Þ jðtÞ :¼
ðy
0
jðxÞ2 chðptÞK2itðxÞ dx
x
:
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Remark 2.1. The kernels in (2.9) and (2.10) can be expressed alternatively as
p
2 chðptÞ fY2itðxÞ þ Y2itðxÞg ¼
pi
2 shðptÞ fJ2itðxÞ  J2itðxÞg;
2 chðptÞK2itðxÞ ¼ pi
2 shðptÞ fI2itðxÞ  I2itðxÞg:
The next lemma is a variant of Lemma 7.1 of [DI82] and provides bounds for the
various Bessel transforms of the test functions j above.
Lemma 2.1. Let jðxÞ be a smooth function, compactly supported in ðX ; 2XÞ, satisfying
jðiÞðxÞfi ðZ=XÞ i
for some Zb 1 and for any integer ib 0, the implied constant depending only on i.
Then, for tb 0 and for any real k > 1, one has
ð2:11Þ j^ðitÞ; jðitÞf 1þ ðX=ZÞ
2t
1þ X=Z for 0a t <
1
4
;
ð2:12Þ j^ðtÞ; jðtÞ; ~jðtÞf 1þ jlogðX=ZÞj
1þ X=Z for tb 0;
ð2:13Þ j^ðtÞ; jðtÞ; ~jðtÞf Z
t
 
1
t1=2
þ X
t
 
for tb 1;
ð2:14Þ j^ðtÞ; jðtÞ; ~jðtÞfk Z
t
 k
1
t1=2
þ X
t
 
for tbmaxð2X ; 1Þ:
Proof. The inequalities (2.11), (2.12), (2.13) can be proved exactly as (7.1), (7.2) and
(7.3) in [DI82]. The last inequality (2.14) is an extension of (7.4) in [DI82], but we
only claim it in the restricted range tbmaxð2X ; 1Þ. On the one hand, we were unable
to reconstruct the proof of (7.4) in [DI82] for the entire range tb 1; on the other
hand, [DI82] only utilizes this inequality for tgmaxðX ;ZÞ (cf. page 268 there, and
note also that for tfZ the bound (2.13) is stronger). For this reason we include a
detailed proof of (2.14) in the case of jðtÞ. For j^ðtÞ and ~jðtÞ the proof is similar.
We may assume that k ¼ 2j þ 1 is a positive odd integer. The Bessel di¤erential
equation
x2K 002itðxÞ þ xK 02itðxÞ ¼ ðx2  4t2ÞK2itðxÞ
gives an identity
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jðtÞ ¼ ðDtjÞ4ðtÞ;ð2:15Þ
where
DtjðxÞ :¼ x xjðxÞ
x2  4t2
 00
þ x jðxÞ
x2  4t2
 0
:
This transform Dtj is smooth and compactly supported in ðX ; 2XÞ, and it is
straightforward to check that
kðDtjÞðiÞkyfi ðZ=tÞ2ðZ=XÞ i for tbmaxð2X ; 1Þ:
By iterating (2.15) it follows that
jðtÞ ¼ ðD jt jÞ4ðtÞ;
where D
j
t j is a smooth function, compactly supported in ðX ; 2XÞ, satisfying
kðD jt jÞðiÞkyfj; i ðZ=tÞ2jðZ=XÞ i for tbmaxð2X ; 1Þ:
We bound ðD jt jÞ4ðtÞ by (2.13) and obtain
jðtÞfj Z
t
 2jþ1
1
t1=2
þ X
t
 
for tbmaxð2X ; 1Þ: r
Finally, we recall the large sieve inequalities from [DI82].
Theorem 3. Let D be a positive integer, M;K ;Tb 1, and let ðamÞm@M be a sequence
of complex numbers supported on ½M; 8M . Then, for any e > 0,
P
k10 ð2Þ
kaK
GðkÞ P
f AB h
k
ðDÞ
P
m
am
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p
rf ðmÞ
2feM e K 2 þMD
 P
m
jamj2;ð2:16Þ
P
jtj jaT
1
chðptjÞ
P
m
am
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p
rjðmÞ
2feM e T 2 þMD
 P
m
jamj2;ð2:17Þ
P
a
ðT
T
1
chðptÞ
P
m
am
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p
raðm; tÞ
2 dtfeM e T 2 þMD
 P
m
jamj2:ð2:18Þ
3 A large sieve inequality
Theorem 4. Let D, q, r be positive integers. For M;N;C;Zb 1, let gðm; n; cÞ be a
smooth function compactly supported on
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½M=2; 2M   ½N=2; 2N   ½C=2; 2C 
satisfying
q iþ jþk
qmiqn jqck
gðm; n; cÞfi; j;k Z
iþ jþk
M iN jCk
;
and let ðamÞm A ½M=2;2M , ðbnÞn A ½N=2;2N  be two sequences of complex numbers satisfying
ð3:1Þ am0 0 ) qjm; ðq;m=qÞ ¼ 1;
bn0 0 ) rjn; ðr; n=rÞ ¼ 1:
Then for any e > 0 one has, under Hypothesis Hy,
SGðM;N;CÞ :¼ P
c10 ðDÞ
P
m
P
n
ambn
Sðm;Gn; cÞ
c
gðm; n; cÞ
fe ðqrDZMNCÞeðqrÞy 1þ Cﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
MN
p
 2y
 Z2 Z3=2 þ Z
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
MN
p
C
þ Z2y ðq;DÞM
qD
 1=2
 Z3=2 þ Z
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
MN
p
C
þ Z2y ðr;DÞN
rD
 1=2
kak2kbk2:
Proof. This is a variant of Theorem 9 of [DI82]. We only treat the bound for
SþðM;N;CÞ, the bound for SðM;N;CÞ being similar. We ﬁrst proceed as in
[DI82], and put the test function in a shape appropriate for the use of Kuznetsov’s
trace formula: We deﬁne G by
g x1; x2;
4p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x1x2
p
x
 
¼
ðð
R2
Gðx1; x2; xÞeðx1x1 þ x2x2Þ dx1 dx2;
so that by Fourier inversion one has
Gðx1; x2; xÞ ¼
ð2M
M=2
ð2N
N=2
g x1; x2;
4p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x1x2
p
x
 
eðx1x1  x2x2Þ dx1 dx2;ð3:2Þ
and
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ð3:3Þ SþðM;N;CÞ
¼
ðð
R2
P
c10 ðDÞ
P
m
P
n
ameðx1mÞbneðx2nÞ
Sðm; n; cÞ
c
G x1; x2;
4p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
mn
p
c
 
dx1 dx2:
Note that Gðx1; x2; xÞ as a function of the x variable is supported in the interval
½X ; 16X  with
X :¼ p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
MN
p
C
:ð3:4Þ
Let p1, p2, k be 3 positive integers. We integrate (3.2) by parts p1 times with respect
to x1 and p2 times with respect to x2, and di¤erentiate it k times with respect to x
getting
qk
qxk
Gðx1; x2; xÞfp1;p2;k
Z
jx1jM
 p1 Z
jx2jN
 p2 Z
X
 k
MN:ð3:5Þ
We postpone the integration over x1, x2 and the choice of p1, p2 to the end of section
3. Having these parameters ﬁxed for the moment, we simplify the notation and set
jðxÞ :¼ Gðx1; x2; xÞ;
and by slight abuse of notation we denote by am and bn the complex numbers
ameðx1mÞ and bneðx2nÞ, respectively. This, of course, does not change the values of
kak2, kbk2 or the support of these sequences. We apply Theorem 2, so that the in-
tegrand in (3.3) is the sum of three terms:
THolo þ TMaass þ T Eisen;ð3:6Þ
where
THolo :¼ 4 P
k10 ð2Þ
~jðk  1ÞGðkÞ P
f AB hk ðDÞ
 P
m@M
am
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p
rf ðmÞ
 P
n@N
bn
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
rf ðnÞ

;
TMaass :¼ 4 P
jb1
j^ðtjÞ
chðptjÞ
 P
m@M
am
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p
rjðmÞ
 P
n@N
bn
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
rjðnÞ

;
T Eisen :¼ 1
p
P
a
ðþy
y
j^ðtÞ
chðptÞ
 P
m@M
am
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p
raðm; tÞ
 P
n@N
bn
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
raðn; tÞ

dt:
3.1. Contribution of the cuspidal spectrum. In this section we bound the contribution
from the holomorphic and the Maass spectrum. The proof of the bound for THolo is
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similar to that of TMaass, but sharper, so we only display the proof for TMaass: By
Cauchy–Schwarz we have
(3.7)
jTMaassj2f
P
jb1
jj^ðtjÞj
chðptjÞ
 P
m@M
am
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p
rjðmÞ
2 P
jb1
jj^ðtjÞj
chðptjÞ
 P
n@N
bn
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
rjðnÞ
2;
so that it is su‰cient to bound each factor separately. Our aim is to establish multi-
plicative properties of the coe‰cients am, bn in order to exploit the condition (3.1).
Since the Hecke operators Tn with ðn;DÞ ¼ 1 are normal and commute with the
Laplacian, one may choose an orthonormal basis f fjg of BðDÞ made of Hecke–
Maass eigenforms. More precisely, it follows from Atkin–Lehner theory that an
orthonormal basis of Hecke–Maass eigenforms can be obtained as follows. Let f be
any Maass newform of level Df dividing D, then the complex vector space gen-
erated by fdðzÞ :¼ f ðdzÞ; d j DDf
n o
is a tðD=Df Þ-dimensional subspace of the space
of cusp forms of level D formed of Hecke eigenforms of the Tn, ðn;DÞ ¼ 1, with
eigenvalues being the same as those of f , that is, lf ðnÞ. By Gram–Schmidt there is
an L2-orthonormal basis fðdÞðzÞ; d j DDf
n o
of this subspace of the form
fðdÞðzÞ ¼
P
d 0 jD=Df
adðd 0Þ f ðd 0zÞ; adðd 0Þ A C;
(the adðd 0Þ depend also on f but we suppress it from the notations). Now we form an
orthonormal basis of Hecke–Maass cusp forms of level D by the union of the
fðdÞðzÞ; d j DDf
n o
for f ranging over the L2-normalized cuspidal newforms of level
dividing D. Let us ﬁx one of these basis elements fðdÞ for a moment. We have for any
mb 1,
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p
rfðdÞ ðmÞ ¼
P
d 0 jD
adðd 0Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p
rfd 0 ðmÞ ¼
P
d 0 jðD;mÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
d 0
p
adðd 0Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m=d 0
p
rf ðm=d 0Þ;
where, in order to simplify notation, we made the convention that adðd 0Þ ¼ 0 if d
or d 0 does not divide D=Df . We suppose now that m ¼ qm 0 with ðq;m 0Þ ¼ 1. Setting
q 0 ¼ ðq;DÞ, we obtain by (2.7) that
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p
rfðdÞ ðmÞ ¼
P
d1jðD;m 0Þ
d2jq 0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
d1d2
p
adðd1d2Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qm 0
d2d1
r
rf
qm 0
d2d1
 
¼ P
d1jðD;m 0Þ
d2jq 0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
d1d2
p
adðd1d2Þlf q
d2
  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m 0
d1
r
rf
m 0
d1
 
;
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since f is a Hecke eigenform for all Hecke operators. For the same reason, we have
the identity
lf
q
d2
 
¼ lf q
q 0
q 0
d2
 
¼ P
d3jðq=q 0;q 0=d2Þ
wf ðd3Þmðd3Þlf
q
q 0d3
 
lf
q 0
d2d3
 
:
Since ðq 0;m 0Þ ¼ 1, we conclude thatﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p
rfðdÞ ðmÞ
¼ P
d3jðq=q 0;q 0Þ
wf ðd3Þmðd3Þlf
q
q 0d3
  P
d1jðD;m 0Þ
d2jq 0=d3
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
d1d2
p
adðd1d2Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
q 0m 0
d3d2d1
r
rf
q 0m 0
d3d2d1
 
¼ P
d3jðq=q 0;q 0Þ
wf ðd3Þmðd3Þlf
q
q 0d3
  P
d 0jðD;q 0m 0=d3Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
d 0
p
adðd 0Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
q 0m 0
d3d 0
r
rf
q 0m 0
d3d 0
 
¼ P
d3jðq=q 0;q 0Þ
wf ðd3Þmðd3Þlf
q
q 0d3
  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
q 0m 0
d3
r
rfðd Þ
q 0m 0
d3
 
:
Hence it follows from (3.1) and (2.4) that for fj an element of Hecke eigenbasis de-
scribed above (and by writing d for
q 0
d3
),P
m
am
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p
rfj ðmÞ
2a tðqÞ2q2y P
djðq;DÞ
 P
ðm 0;qÞ¼1
aqm 0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
dm 0
p
rfj ðdm 0Þ
2;
and therefore
ð3:8ÞP
jb1
jj^ðtjÞj
chðptjÞ
P
m
am
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p
rjðmÞ
2a tðqÞ2q2y P
djðq;DÞ
P
jb1
jj^ðtjÞj
chðptjÞ
 P
m 0@M=q
aqm 0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
dm 0
p
rjðdm 0Þ
2:
To estimate the j-sum we set
T0 :¼ maxð16X ; ðZX Þ1=2;Z2=3Þ;
where X is given by (3.4), and we split the sum as
P
jb1
jj^ðtjÞj
chðptjÞ
 P
m 0@M=q
aqm 0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
dm 0
p
rjðdm 0Þ
2 ¼ P
jtj ja1
   þ P
1<jtj jaT0
   þP
T
P
T<jtj ja2T
. . . ;
where T runs through the numbers of the form 2nT0, n A N0.
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By the large sieve inequality (2.17) combined with (3.5), (2.11) and (2.12), we ob-
tain
P
jtj ja1
  fe;p1;p2 ðð1þ XÞZÞ2e
Z
jx1jM
 p1 Z
jx2jN
 p2
MN 1þ Z
X
 2y
1þ dM
qD
 
kak22:
Similarly, a combination of (2.17), (3.5) and (2.12) shows that
P
1<jtj jaT0
  fe;p1;p2 ðð1þ XÞZÞ2e
Z
jx1jM
 p1 Z
jx2jN
 p2
MN
Z
Z þ X
 
T 20 þ
dM
qD
 
kak22
fe;p1;p2 ðð1þ XÞZÞ2e
Z
jx1jM
 p1 Z
jx2jN
 p2
MN Z4=3 þ ZX þ dM
qD
 
kak22:
For each T ¼ 2nT0 such that TaZ1þe we can combine (2.17), (3.5) and (2.13) to see
that
P
T<jtj ja2T
  fe;p1;p2 Z e
Z
jx1jM
 p1 Z
jx2jN
 p2
MN
Z
T
 
1
T 1=2
þ X
T
 
T 2 þ dM
qD
 
kak22
fe;p1;p2 Z
2e Z
jx1jM
 p1 Z
jx2jN
 p2
MN Z3=2 þ ZX þ dM
qD
 
kak22:
The contribution of each T ¼ 2nT0 such that T > Z1þe is negligible as follows from
(2.17), (3.5) and (2.14) with k ¼ 10=e. In fact, we have Z < T 1e=2, therefore
P
T<jtj ja2T
  fe;p1;p2 T e
Z
jx1jM
 p1 Z
jx2jN
 p2
MN
Z
T
 10=e
1
T 1=2
þ X
T
 
T 2 þ dM
qD
 
kak22
fe;p1;p2
Z
jx1jM
 p1 Z
jx2jN
 p2
MNT2 1þ dM
qD
 
kak22:
By summing over all TbT0 and using also (3.8) we infer that
P
jb1
jj^ðtjÞj
chðptjÞ
P
m
am
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p
rjðmÞ
2
fe;p1;p2 ðð1þ XÞZqÞ3e
Z
jx1jM
 p1 Z
jx2jN
 p2
MN
 q2y 1þ 1
X
 2y
Z3=2 þ ZX þ Z2y ðq;DÞM
qD
 
kak22:
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We have a similar bound for the second factor in (3.7). Therefore we obtain, for any
e > 0,
ð3:9Þ TMaassfe;p1;p2 ðð1þ XÞZqrÞe
Z
jx1jM
 p1 Z
jx2jN
 p2
MN
 ðqrÞy 1þ 1
X
 2y
Z3=2 þ ZX þ Z2y ðq;DÞM
qD
 1=2
 Z3=2 þ ZX þ Z2y ðr;DÞN
rD
 1=2
kak2kbk2:
The contribution of holomorphic forms is treated similarly using (2.16); however,
since the Ramanujan–Petersson conjecture holds true for holomorphic forms, one
obtains the stronger bound
ð3:10Þ THolofe;p1;p2ðð1þ X ÞZqrÞe
Z
jx1jM
 p1 Z
jx2jN
 p2
MN
 Z3=2 þ ZX þ ðq;DÞM
qD
 1=2
Z3=2 þ ZX þ ðr;DÞN
rD
 1=2
kak2kbk2:
3.2. Contribution of the Eisenstein spectrum. We now evaluate T Eisen in (3.6). By
Cauchy–Schwarz one has
jT Eisenj2f
Ð
R
jj^ðtÞj
chðptÞ
P
a
P
m
am
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p
raðm; tÞ
2 dt Ð
R
jj^ðtÞj
chðptÞ
P
a
P
n
bn
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
raðnÞ
2 dt;
and it is su‰cient to bound each factor separately. We wish to imitate the argument
given above, but a slight di‰culty occurs as the Eisenstein series Eaðz; sÞ are not
Hecke eigenforms in general. The problem of diagonalizing Hecke operators on the
space of Eisenstein series was dealt with by Rankin [Ra90, Ra93, Ra92, Ra94].
However, we proceed (as in [M04a, HM04a]) by computing directly the Fourier co-
e‰cients of the Eisenstein series. Recall (see [DI82, Lemma 2.3]) that the cusps fag of
G0ðDÞ are uniquely represented by the rationals
u
w
: wjD; u A Uw
 
;
where, for each wjD, Uw is a set of integers coprime with w representing each reduced
residue class modulo ~w :¼ ðw;D=wÞ exactly once. In the half-plane =t < 0 we have
for m0 0 (see [DI82, (1.17) and p. 247]),
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ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jmj
p
raðm; tÞ ¼
p1=2þitjmj it
G 12þ it
  ðw;D=wÞ
wD
 1=2þit P
ðg;D=wÞ¼1
1
g1þ2it
P
d ðmod gwÞ; ðd; gwÞ¼1
dg1u ðmod ~wÞ
e m d
gw
 
with analytic continuation to =t ¼ 0. The congruence condition on d can be analyzed
by means of multiplicative characters modulo ~w:
P
ðg;D=wÞ¼1
1
g1þ2it
P
d ðmod gwÞ; ðd; gwÞ¼1
dg1u ðmod ~wÞ
e m d
gw
 
¼ 1
jð~wÞ
P
cmod ~w
cðuÞ P
ðg;D=wÞ¼1
cðgÞ
g1þ2it
Gcðm; gwÞ;
where
Gcðm; qÞ :¼
P
b ðmod qÞ

cðbÞe bm
q
 
is the Gauss sum. Note that we may replace c by its underlying primitive character,
since we only sum over b coprime with q. For brevity we write
Scðm;wÞ :¼
P
ðg;D=wÞ¼1
cðgÞ
g1þ2it
Gcðm; gwÞ;
so that
P
a
P
m
am
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p
raðm; tÞ
2
¼ p
G 12þ it
  2 PwjD ~wwDj2ð~wÞ Pu AUw
 P
cmod ~w
cðuÞP
m
amm
itScðm;wÞ
2:
By Parseval it follows that
P
a
P
m
am
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p
raðm; tÞ
2 ¼ p
G 12þ it
  2 PwjD ~wwDjð~wÞ Pcmod ~w
P
m
amm
itScðm;wÞ
2:
In the following it will be useful to perform the summation over the primitive char-
acters underlying the c’s. For each character cmod ~w, we record by w its conductor
and by c its underlying primitive character, so that
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ð3:11Þ P
a
P
m
am
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p
raðm; tÞ
2
¼ p
G 12þ it
  2 Pw2jD Pc modw PwjwjD=w ~wwDjð~wÞ
P
m
amm
itSc ðm;wÞ
2;
where the c-sum is over primitive characters only. To compute Sc ðm;wÞ, we de-
compose w as
w ¼ ww 0w 00; w 0jðwÞy; ðw 00;wÞ ¼ 1:
Our aim is now to establish (3.13) below, i.e. for m ¼ qm 0 with ðq;m 0Þ ¼ 1 we want
to express Sc ðqm 0;wÞ in terms of Sc ðdm 0; Þ with d j ðq;DÞ. Let us ﬁrst note that
according to our decomposition of w the Gauss sum factors as
Gc ðm; gwÞ ¼ cðgw 00ÞGc ðm;ww 0Þrðm; gw 00Þ
¼ dw 0jmw 0cðgw 00ÞGc ðm=w 0;wÞrðm; gw 00Þ;
where rðm; qÞ :¼ G1ðm; qÞ is the Ramanujan sum and dw 0 jm ¼ 1 if w 0jm and else it
vanishes. With this notation,
Sc ðm;wÞ ¼
dw 0 jmw 0c
ðm=w 0Þcðw 00ÞGc ð1;wÞ
LðDÞðc2; 1þ 2itÞ

 P
gjDy
ðg;D=wÞ¼1
c2ðgÞ
g1þ2it
rðm; gw 00Þ
 P
ajm
ða;DÞ¼1
c2ðaÞ
a2it

¼ dw 0 jmw
0cðm=w 0Þcðw 00ÞGc ð1;wÞ
LðDÞðc2; 1þ 2itÞ
Rc  ðm;w 00Þhc ðmÞ;
say, where the superscript ðDÞ indicates that the local factors at the primes dividing D
have been removed. We consider the g-sum
Rc ðm;w 00Þ ¼
P
gjDy
ðg;D=wÞ¼1
c2ðgÞ
g1þ2it
rðm; gw 00Þ:
Since ðg;wÞ ¼ ðg;D=wÞ ¼ 1, it follows that in fact gjðw 00Þy ( justifying our notation),
and one has
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Rc  ðm;w 00Þ ¼
Q
p akw 00
pakD
 P
bb0
c2ðpbÞ
pbð1þ2itÞ
rðpvpðmÞ; paþbÞ

:
We suppose now that m is of the form m ¼ qm 0 with ðq;m 0Þ ¼ 1, and we factor w 0,
w 00 (recall that they are coprime) as
w 0 ¼ w 0qw 0ðqÞ; w 00 ¼ w 00q w 00ðqÞ; where w 0q;w 00q jqy and ðw 0ðqÞw 00ðqÞ; qÞ ¼ 1:
Moreover, since ðq;m 0Þ ¼ 1 and w 0 j qm 0, it follows that w 0q ¼ ðw 0; qÞ. With these no-
tations we ﬁnd that
Sc ðqm 0;wÞ ¼ dw 0q jqw 0qc
q
w 0q
 !
cðw 00q ÞRc ðq;w 00q Þhc ðqÞ
 dw 0ðqÞjm 0w 0ðqÞc
m 0
w 0ðqÞ
 
cðw 00ðqÞÞ Gc ð1;w
Þ
LðDÞðc2; 1þ 2itÞ
Rc ðm 0;w 00ðqÞÞhc ðm 0Þ:
Setting
vq :¼ w
00
ðw 00; 2Þ ; q
 
and ~vq :¼
Q
p akw 00q
aavpðqÞþ1
pa;
an explicit calculation shows that Rc ðvq; ~vqÞ is nonzero and in fact
Rc  ðq;w 00q Þ
Rc ðvq; ~vqÞ
 a Q
pjðq;DÞ
ðvpðqÞ þ 1Þ
1þ 1
p
kðpÞ a 3tðDÞtðqÞ;ð3:12Þ
where
kðpÞ :¼
1
2 ; p ¼ 2;
1 2
p
; p > 2:
(
Note also that w 0qvq j ðq;DÞ and ~vqjw 00q . In particular, ðw 0qvq;m 0Þ ¼ 1 and hc ðw 0qvqÞ ¼ 1,
therefore by the above formula
ð3:13Þ
Sc ðqm 0;wÞ ¼ dw 0q jqc
q
w 0qvq
 !
c
w 00q
~vq
 
Rc ðq;w 00q Þ
Rc  ðvq; ~vqÞ
hc ðqÞSc ðw 0qvqm 0;ww 0~vqw 00ðqÞÞ:
Combining (3.12) with (3.13) and noting that jhc  ðqÞja tðqÞ we obtain by a trivial
estimationP
m
amm
itScðm;wÞ
2a 9tðDÞ2tðqÞ4 P
djðq;DÞ
 P
ðm 0;qÞ¼1
aqm 0 ðm 0Þ itScðdm 0;ww 0~vqw 00ðqÞÞ
2:
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Given w such that w2jD and given w such that wjwj D
w , the number w1 :¼
ww 0~vqw 00ðqÞ also satisﬁes wjw1jwj Dw . Moreover, if we set ~w1 :¼ ðw1;D=w1Þ, one has
~w
jð~wÞ a tðDÞ
~w1
jð~w1Þ ;
so we deduce from this discussion and from (3.11) that
P
a
P
m
am
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p
raðm; tÞ
2a 9tðDÞ3tðqÞ4 P
djðq;DÞ
p
G 12þ it
  2
 P
w2jD
P
cmodw
P
wjw1jD
~w1
w1Djð~w1Þ
 Pðm 0;qÞ¼1 aqm 0 ðm 0Þ itScðdm 0;w1Þ
2
¼ 9tðDÞ3tðqÞ4 P
djðq;DÞ
P
a
 P
ðm 0;qÞ¼1
aqm 0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
dm 0
p
raðdm 0; tÞ
2:
We are now in a similar situation as in (3.8). Applying the large sieve inequality
(2.18) we obtain analogously the bound
ð3:14Þ T Eisenfe;p1;p2 ðð1þ XÞDZqrÞe
Z
jx1jM
 p1 Z
jx2jN
 p2
MN
 Z3=2 þ ZX þ ðq;DÞM
qD
 1=2
Z3=2 þ ZX þ ðr;DÞN
rD
 1=2
kak2kbk2
for any e > 0.
Collecting (3.4), (3.9), (3.10), (3.14), and integrating over the x1, x2 variables (with
p1 ¼ 0 if jx1jaZ=M, and p1 > 1 if jx1j > Z=M and similarly for ðx2; p2Þ) we con-
clude the proof of Theorem 4. r
4 A shifted convolution problem
Let q, l1, l2 be positive integers, and g be a cuspidal newform of level D and ne-
bentypus wg and Hecke eigenvalues lgðnÞ, nb 1. Let F ðx; yÞ be a smooth function
supported on ½X=2; 2X   ½Y=2; 2Y  which satisﬁes
q iþ j
qxiqy j
F ðx; yÞf Z
iþ j
X iY j
ð4:1Þ
for some X ;Y ;Zb 1 and for all i; jb 0, the implied constant depending only on
i, j.
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In this section we estimate, for positive integers l1, l2, q, the following average of
shifted convolution sums:
Dðg; l1; l2; qÞ :¼
P
h00
fðqhÞ P
l1ml2n¼qh
lgðmÞlgðnÞFðl1m; l2nÞ;
where by symmetry we may assume that YbX and fðqhÞ is a redundancy
factor (borrowed from [DFI94a] to ease the forthcoming computations) arising
from a smooth even function f such that fj½2Y ;2Y 1 1, supp fH ½4Y ; 4Y  and
fðiÞðxÞfi Yi. Our analysis follows closely Sections 4.1–5.2 of [HM04a], but we also
make use of the essential ingredients of [Bl04b], namely the square mean bound for
shifted convolution sums taken from [J96] and the spectral large sieve of [DI82] in
our improved form of Theorem 4. The proof of Proposition 2.4 of [HM04a] yields
the following uniform estimate for exponential sums associated with g:
Sgða; xÞ :¼
P
nax
lgðnÞeðnaÞfe ðDmgxÞeogD1=2m1=2g x1=2;ð4:2Þ
where
og :¼ kgkykgk2
:
In the same proof we also demonstrated by an elementary argument that
ogfe ðDmgÞeD1=2m3=2g :ð4:3Þ
With this bound at hand we derive the following square mean bound for shifted
convolution sums, a variant of Lemma 3 in [J96] (cf. Lemma 3.2 in [Bl04b]): for
l1; l2 A Z and x; yb 1 we have by Rankin–Selberg theory
ð4:4Þ P
h 0 AZ
 P
max;nay
l1mGl2n¼h 0
lgðmÞlgðnÞ
2 ¼ ð1
0
jSgðl1a; xÞSgðGl2a; yÞj2 da
fe ðDmgxÞeo2gDmgx
ð1
0
jSgðGl2a; yÞj2 da
¼ ðDmgxÞeo2gDmgx
P
nay
jlgðnÞj2
fe ðDmgxyÞ2eo2gDmgxy
the implied constant depending on e alone. Our goal is
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Theorem 5. Assume Hypothesis Hy. Set
T :¼ qDmgl1l2XYZ;
and assume (by symmetry) that YbX . Then
Dðg; l1; l2; qÞfe T eogDm63=4þ3yg Z25=4þyqy1=2Y
Y
X
 1=2
þ ðq;Dl1l2Þ
qDl1l2
Y
 !1=2
:
The remaining part of this section is devoted to the proof of this theorem.
4.1. Setting up the circle method. We detect the summation condition l1m l2n
qh ¼ 0 by means of additive characters:
Dðg; l1; l2; qÞ ¼
ð
R
GðaÞ1½0;1ðaÞ da
with
GðaÞ :¼ HðaÞKðaÞ :¼ P
h00
fðqhÞeðaqhÞ  P
m;nb1
lgðmÞlgðnÞFðl1m; l2nÞeðaðl1m l2nÞÞ:
As in [H03a, HM04a, Bl04b], we apply Jutila’s method of overlapping intervals
[J92, J96] to approximate the characteristic function of the unit interval IðaÞ ¼
1½0;1ðaÞ by sums of characteristic functions of intervals centered at well chosen ra-
tionals. Let CbY be a large parameter to be chosen later, and let w be a smooth
function supported on ½C=2; 3C  with values in ½0; 1 equal to 1 on ½C; 2C  such that
wðiÞðxÞfi Ci. We also set
d :¼ C1; D 0 :¼ Dl1l2; L :¼
P
c10 ðD 0Þ
wðcÞjðcÞ; P :¼ TC ¼ qDmgl1l2XYZC:
Note that, assuming CbD 0, L satisﬁes the inequality
Lge
C2e
Dl1l2
ð4:5Þ
for any e > 0. The approximation to IðaÞ is provided by
~IðaÞ :¼ 1
2dL
P
c10 ðD 0Þ
wðcÞ P
a ðmod cÞ
ða; cÞ¼1
1½a=cd;a=cþd ðaÞ
(which is supported in ½1; 2), and by the main theorem in [J92] one has
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ð
½1;2
jIðaÞ  ~IðaÞj2 dafe C
2þe
dL2
fe C
3e ðDl1l2Þ2
C
:ð4:6Þ
Next, we introduce the corresponding approximation of Dðg; l1; l2; qÞ:
~Dðg; l1; l2; qÞ :¼
ð
½1;2
GðaÞ~IðaÞ da:
Then it follows from (4.6) that
jDðg; l1; l2; qÞ  ~Dðg; l1; l2; qÞja kI  ~Ik2kGk2fe C2e
Dl1l2
C1=2
kGk2:
By Parseval,
kGk2a kHk2kKkyf
Y
q
 1=2
kKky;
while an integration by parts shows that
KðaÞ ¼ l1l2
ðy
0
ðy
0
F ð1;1Þðl1x; l2 yÞSgðl1a; xÞSgðl2a; yÞ dx dy;
so that by (4.1) and (4.2),
kKkyfe T 2eo2gDmgZ2
XY
l1l2
 1=2
:
Collecting the above estimates, we ﬁnd that
D ~Dfe P2eo2gD2mgZ2
l1l2XY
2
qC
 1=2
:ð4:7Þ
4.2. ~D as a sum of Kloosterman sums. We have
~D ¼ 1
L
P
c10 ðD 0Þ
wðcÞ P
a ðmod cÞ
ða; cÞ¼1
Id;a=c;
where
Id;a=c :¼
P
h
e
aqh
c
 P
m;n
lgðmÞlgðnÞe al1m
c
 
e
al2n
c
 
Eðm; n; hÞ
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and
Eðx; y; zÞ :¼ F ðl1x; l2 yÞfðqzÞ 1
2d
ð d
d
eðaðl1x l2y qzÞÞ da:
By applying Proposition 2.1 to the variables m, n and by summing over a, c, we get
(observe that the factor wgðaÞ from the m-sum is cancelled by wgðaÞ coming from the
n-sum) together with (2.5)
~D ¼ P
G;G
eGg e
G
g
~DG;G;
where
~DG;G :¼ 1
L
P
m;n
lgðmÞlgðnÞ
P
c10 ðD 0Þ
P
h00
Sðqh;Hl1mG l2n; cÞ
c
EG;Gðm; n; h; cÞ;ð4:8Þ
and
EG;Gðm; n; h; cÞ :¼ l1l2wðcÞ
c
ðy
0
ðy
0
Eðx; y; hÞJGg
4pl1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
mx
p
c
 
JGg
4pl2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ny
p
c
 
dx dy
and where eþg ¼ 1 and eg ¼G1 is the sign of g if it is not induced from a holomorphic
form, i.e., eg satisﬁes rgðnÞ ¼ eg
G 12þitþk2ð Þ
G 12þitk2ð Þ rgðnÞ for all nb 1.
4.3. Estimates for EG,G and its derivatives. Notice that the deﬁnition of E and the
various assumptions made so far imply that
Eðx; y; zÞ ¼ 0 unless x@X=l1; y@Y=l2; jqzja 4Y :ð4:9Þ
Moreover,
Eði; j;kÞðx; y; zÞfi; j;k Z
iþ j l i1l
j
2q
k
X iY jþk
;ð4:10Þ
so that for any ﬁxed h
kEði; j;kÞð; ; hÞk1fi; j;k
Ziþ j l i11 l
j1
2 q
kXY
X iY jþk
;ð4:11Þ
and therefore
kEði; j;kÞk1fi; j;k
Ziþ j l i11 l
j1
2 q
k1XY 2
X iY jþk
:
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Next, we evaluate EG;Gðm; n; h; cÞ and its partial derivatives. Depending on the case,
EG;Gðm; n; h; cÞ can be written as a linear combination (with constant coe‰cients) of
integrals of the form
l1l2wðcÞ
c
ðy
0
ðy
0
Eðx; y; hÞJ1; n1
4pl1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
mx
p
c
 
J2; n2
4pl2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ny
p
c
 
dx dy;ð4:12Þ
where
fJ1; nðxÞ; J2; nðxÞgH YnðxÞ
chðptÞ ; chðptÞKnðxÞ
 
with n A fG2itgg if g is a Maass form of weight 0 and spectral parameter tg; or
fJ1; nðxÞ; J2; nðxÞgH YnðxÞ
shðptÞ ; shðptÞKnðxÞ
 
with n A fG2itgg if g is a Maass form of weight 1; or
J1; nðxÞ ¼ J2; nðxÞ ¼ Jkg1ðxÞ;
if g is a holomorphic form of weight kg.
In order to estimate (4.12) e‰ciently, we integrate by parts i (resp. j) times with
respect to x (resp. y), where i (resp. j) will be determined later in terms of m (resp. n)
and e. Using (6.1), we see that EG;Gðm; n; h; cÞ can be written as a linear combination
(with constant coe‰cients) of expressions of the form
l1l2wðcÞ
c
l1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p
c
 2i
l2
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
c
 2jðy
0
ðy
0
q iþ j
qxiqy j
fEðx; y; hÞW n11 Wn22 g
W n1þi1 W n2þ j2 J1; n1þiðW1ÞJ2; n2þjðW2Þ dx dy;
where fn1; n2gH fG2itgg (or n1; n2 ¼ kg  1) and
W1 :¼ 4pl1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
mx
p
c
@
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ml1X
p
C
; W2 :¼
4pl2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ny
p
c
@
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nl2Y
p
C
;
in view of (4.9). Using (4.11) and Proposition 6.2 in the slightly weaker form
J1; n1þiðW1Þfi; e m iþeg ð1þW 11 Þ iþ2j=tgjþeð1þW1Þ1=2;
J2; n2þjðW2Þfj; e m jþeg ð1þW 12 Þ jþ2j=tgjþeð1þW2Þ1=2;
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we can deduce for any i; jb 0 that
EG;Gðm; n; h; cÞfi; j; e P eðm2gZÞ iþ j
C2
l1mX
þ C
2
l1mX
 1=2( )i
 C
2
l2nY
þ C
2
l2nY
 1=2( )j
Xðm; nÞ;
where
ð4:13Þ
Xðm; nÞ :¼ XY
C
1þ C
2
l1mX
 
1þ C
2
l2nY
  j=tgj
1þ l1mX
C2
 
1þ l2nY
C2
  1=4
:
This shows, upon choosing i and j appropriately, that EG;Gðm; n; h; cÞ is very small
unless
qjhja 4Y ; c@C; mfe P e
m4gZ
2C2
l1X
; nfe P
e
m4gZ
2C2
l2Y
;ð4:14Þ
and in this range we retain the bound (by taking i ¼ j ¼ 0)
EG;Gðm; n; h; cÞfe P eXðm; nÞ:ð4:15Þ
The partial derivatives
min jhkcl
q iþ jþkþl
qmiqn jqhkqcl
EG;Gðm; n; h; cÞ
can be estimated similarly. We shall restrict our attention to the range (4.14). The
same argument as above yields that outside this range the partial derivatives are very
small. By (6.1) applied to the m and n variables and (6.2) applied to the c variable, the
above partial derivative is a linear combination of integrals of the form
RlðtgÞca3 q
a3
qca3
wðcÞ
c
 ðy
0
ðy
0
hk
qk
qhk
Eðx; y; hÞWa11 Wa22 J1; n1a1ðW1ÞJ2; n2a2ðW2Þ dx dy;
where Rl is a polynomial of degreea l and the nonnegative integers a1, a2, a3
satisfy
a1 þ a2 þ a3a i þ j þ l:
Therefore we obtain using (4.14)
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ð4:16Þ min jhkclðEG;GÞði; j;k; lÞðm; n; h; cÞ
fi; j;k; l; e P
e qjhj
Y
 k
m lg 1þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l1mX
p
C
þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l2nY
p
C
 !iþ jþl
Xðm; nÞ
fi; j;k; l; e P
em lgðP em2gZÞ iþ jþlXðm; nÞ:
4.4. Bounding ~DG,G via the large sieve. We only treat ~D;, the other terms being
similar. To simplify notation, we rename ~D; as ~D and E; as E. We collect the
terms in the deﬁnition (4.8) according to
h 0 :¼ l1m l2n:
Thus we have the natural splitting
~D ¼ ~D0 þ ~Dþ þ ~D;
where
~D0 :¼ 1
L
P
l1m¼l2n
lgðmÞlgðnÞ
P
c10 ðD 0Þ
P
h00
rðqh; cÞ
c
Eðm; n; h; cÞ
with
rðqh; cÞ ¼ Sðqh; 0; cÞ ¼ P
c 0jðqh; cÞ
mðc=c 0Þc 0
the Ramanujan sum, and
~DG :¼ 1
L
P
c10 ðD 0Þ
P
h00
P
Gh 0>0
Sðqh; h 0; cÞ
c
P
l1ml2n¼h 0
lgðmÞlgðnÞEðm; n; h; cÞ:ð4:17Þ
4.4.1. Bounding ~D0. We set l 01 :¼ l1=ðl1; l2Þ, l 02 :¼ l2=ðl1; l2Þ; then
~D0 ¼ 1
L
P
mb1
lgðl 02mÞlgðl 01mÞ
P
c10 ðD 0Þ
1
c
P
h00
rðqh; cÞEðl 02m; l 01m; h; cÞ:
The c-sum equals
P
c 00
mðc 00Þ
c 00
P
ðD 0=ðc 00;D 0ÞÞjc 0
P
h00
E l 02m; l
0
1m;
c 0
ðc 0; qÞ h; c
0c 00
 
;
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therefore by (4.14) and (4.15) it is bounded by
fe P
e Y
q
Xðl 02m; l 01mÞ
P
c 00
P
ðD 0=ðc 00;D 0ÞÞjc 0
c 0c 00@C
mðc 00Þðc 0; qÞ
c 0c 00
fP e
ðq;Dl1l2Þ
Dl1l2
Y
q
Xðl 02m; l 01mÞ:
In summing over the m variable we may restrict ourselves to the range
½l1; l2mfe P em4gZ2ðC2=YÞ;
as the remaining contribution is negligible. If Y=Xfe P em4gZ
2, then we split the
m-sum into three parts,P
½l1; l2m<C 2=Y
   þ P
C 2=Ya½l1; l2m<C 2=X
   þ P
C 2=Xa½l1; l2mfeP em 4g Z2ðC 2=Y Þ
. . . ;
and combine (4.5) and (4.13) with basic properties of the Hecke eigenvalues lgðnÞ to
infer that
~D0fe P
2e ðq;Dl1l2Þ
q½l1; l21y
XY 2
C
ðXyY y1 þ X3=4Y1=4 þ m2gZX1=4Y3=4Þ:
If Y=Xge P em4gZ
2, then we split the m-sum into two parts,
P
½l1; l2m<C 2=Y
   þ P
C 2=Ya½l1; l2mfeP em 4g Z2ðC 2=Y Þ
. . . ;
and infer similarly that
~D0fe P
2e ðq;Dl1l2Þ
q½l1; l21y
XY 2
C
ðXyY y1 þ m34yg Z3=22yXyY y1Þ:
In both cases we conclude that
~D0fe P
3em2gZ
X 3=4Y 5=4
C
:ð4:18Þ
4.4.2. Bounding ~DG. Following [Bl04b], we decompose the inner sum in (4.17) asðy
1
P
nay
l1ml2n¼h 0
lgðmÞlgðnÞ q
qy
Eðx; y; h; cÞ dy;ð4:19Þ
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where the variables x and y are connected by the equation
l1x l2 y ¼ h 0ð4:20Þ
(note that h 0; y > 0 implies x > 0). Then ~Dþ decomposes accordingly as
~Dþ ¼ 1
L
ðy
1
~DþðyÞ dy;ð4:21Þ
where
~DþðyÞ :¼ P
c10 ðD 0Þ
P
h00
P
h 0>0
by;h 0
Sðqh; h 0; cÞ
c
gyðqh; h 0; cÞð4:22Þ
and
by;h 0 :¼
P
nay
l1ml2n¼h 0
lgðmÞlgðnÞ; gyðh; h 0; cÞ :¼ q
qy
E
l2 yþ h 0
l1
; y;
h
q
; c
 
:ð4:23Þ
In particular, gyðh; h 0; cÞ and all its partial derivatives are very small unless
jhja 4Y ; c@C; xfe P e
m4gZ
2C2
l1X
; yfe P
e
m4gZ
2C 2
l2Y
;ð4:24Þ
and in this range they obey by (4.16) and (4.20) the bound
hih 0 jckgði; j;kÞy ðh; h 0; cÞ
¼ h
q
 i
h 0
l1
 j
ck

l2
l1
Eð1þ j;0; i;kÞ x; y;
h
q
; c
 
þ Eð j;1; i;kÞ x; y; h
q
; c
 
fi; j;k; e m
2þ2jþ3k
g ðP eZÞ1þ jþky1Xðx; yÞ:
Using the deﬁnition (4.13) it can be checked that in the range (4.24) we have the
uniform bound
ðxyÞ1=2Xðx; yÞfe P em2gZC
XY
l1l2
 1=2
¼: W ;ð4:25Þ
so that in fact
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hih 0 jckgði; j;kÞy ðh; h 0; cÞfi; j;k; e m2þ2jþ3kg ðP eZÞ1þ jþkWx1=2 y3=2:
This also shows that we can decompose gyðh; h 0; cÞ dyadically in the h and h 0 vari-
ables such that
gyðh; h 0; cÞ ¼
P
H;H 0b1
gy;H;H 0 ðh; h 0; cÞ;
where H and H 0 run through the powers of 2 independently, and gy;H;H 0 ðh; h 0; cÞ as a
function of h (resp. h 0) is supported on H=2a jhja 2H (resp. H 0=2a h 0a 2H 0) and
satisﬁes
g
ði; j;kÞ
y;H;H 0 ðh; h 0; cÞfi; j;k; e
P em2gZW
~x1=2 y3=2

~Z
jþk
H iH 0 jC k
;ð4:26Þ
where
~Z :¼ P em3gZ;ð4:27Þ
and ~x is connected to y by the equation
l1~x l2 y ¼ H 0:
The same argument also shows that all these partial derivatives are very small
unless
Ha 8Y ; H 0fe P e
m4gZ
2C2
X
; c@C; yfe P e
m4gZ
2C2
l2Y
:ð4:28Þ
Accordingly, ~DþðyÞ of (4.22) decomposes into a double sum over the H and the H 0.
We further decompose all the pieces according to the q-part of the h variable and we
ﬁnd (after replacing qh by h) that
~DþðyÞ ¼ P
H;H 0b1
P
q 0 jqy
~DþH;H 0;q 0 ðyÞ;ð4:29Þ
where
~DþH;H 0;q 0 ðyÞ :¼
P
c10 ðD 0Þ
P
qq 0 jh
ðh=qq 0;qq 0Þ¼1
P
h 0>0
by;h 0
Sðh; h 0; cÞ
c
gy;H;H 0 ðh; h 0; cÞ:
We are ready to apply the large sieve for the sums DþH;H 0;q 0 ðyÞ. By Theorem 4 and
(4.26),
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~DþH;H 0;q 0 ðyÞfe
P em2gZW
~x1=2y3=2
ðq 0PÞ2eðqq 0Þy 1þ Cﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
HH 0
p
 2y
 ~Z 2 ~Z3=2 þ ~Z
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
HH 0
p
C
þ ~Z2y ðqq
0;D 0ÞH
qq 0D 0
 !1=2
 ~Z3=2 þ ~Z
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
HH 0
p
C
þ ~Z 2yH
0
D 0
 !1=2
H
qq 0
 1=2
kbyk2:
Here, by (4.23) and (4.4),
kbyk2fe P eogD1=2m1=2g ð~xyÞ1=2:
If we choose Cb ~Z
2
D 0Y , then by our general assumption YbX it follows that in
the range (4.28)
1þ Cﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
HH 0
p
 2y
~Z
3=2 þ ~Z
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
HH 0
p
C
þ ~Z 2yH
0
D 0
 !1=2
H
qq 0
 1=2
fe P
em2gZ
~Z
y
C
Y
qq 0D 0X
 1=2
:
These additional estimates yield (for the relevant range (4.28))
~DþH;H 0;q 0 ðyÞfe y1ðq 0PÞ5eogD1=2m11=2g Z5=2 ~Z
11=4þy
CWðqq 0Þy
 Y
qq 0D 0X
 1=2
Y
X
 1=2
þ ðqq
0;D 0Þ
qq 0D 0
Y
 !1=2
;
and by the deﬁnition of W and ~Z (see (4.25) and (4.27)) the right hand side is
fe y
1 C
2
l1l2
ðq 0PÞ11eogm63=4þ3yg Z25=4þyðqq 0Þy1=2Y
Y
X
 1=2
þ ðq;D
0Þ
qD 0
Y
 !1=2
:
Finally, by (4.29), (4.28), (4.21) and (4.5) we conclude that
~Dþfe P12eogDm63=4þ3yg Z
25=4þyqy1=2Y
Y
X
 1=2
þ ðq;Dl1l2Þ
qDl1l2
Y
 !1=2
:ð4:30Þ
The treatment of ~D is very similar to that of ~Dþ except that instead of (4.19) we
decompose the inner sum in (4.17) asðy
1
P
max
l1ml2n¼h 0
lgðmÞlgðnÞ q
qx
Eðx; y; h; cÞ dx:
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4.5. Concluding Theorem 5. Theorem 5 follows immediately from (4.7), (4.18) and
(4.30) upon choosing C to be a large power of T , say
C :¼ ðqDmgl1l2XYZÞ100:
5 Application to subconvexity bounds for twisted L-functions
Let g be a cuspidal newform (i.e., either a holomorphic or a Maass cusp form) as in
(1.1), let <s ¼ 12 , and let w be a primitive character of conductor q.
5.1. Approximate functional equation. Using the functional equation of the
L-function attached to the cuspidal automorphic representation pgn w ¼N
vðpg; vn wvÞ and a standard technique involving Mellin transforms, we can express
the special value Lðgn w; sÞ ¼ Lðpgn w; sÞ as a sum of two Dirichlet series of essen-
tially
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
p
terms, where
C :¼ Cðpgn w; sÞa jsj2m2gDq2
is the analytic conductor deﬁned by [IS00]. For example, Theorem 1 in [H02] shows
that
Lðgn w; sÞ ¼ P
nb1
lpgnwðnÞ
ns
W
n
C1=2
 
þ k P
nb1
lpgnwðnÞ
n1s
W
n
C 1=2
 
;
where k is of modulus one, lpgnwðnÞ are the coe‰cients of the Dirichlet series
Lðgn w; sÞ, and W is a smooth bounded function of ð0;yÞ (depending on pgn w
and s) satisfying the uniform estimates
xiW ðiÞðxÞfi;A ð1þ xÞA
for any x > 0, any integer ib 0 and any Ab 0 with implied constants depending
only on i and A. The coe‰cient lpgnwðnÞ may be complicated for n not coprime with
qD, however for <s > 1 one has
Lðgn w; sÞ ¼ Q
pjqD
1 lgðpÞwðpÞps þ wðp2Þp2s
L1ðpg;pn wp; sÞ
P
nb1
lgðnÞwðnÞ
ns
;
so that by (2.4)
P
nb1
lpgnwðnÞ
ns
W
n
C 1=2
 
fe
P
djðqDÞy
1
d 1=2ye
P
nb1
lgðnÞwðnÞ
ns
W
dn
C1=2
 
for any e > 0, the implied constant depending only on e.
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By the rapid decay properties of W , the contribution of the d, n such that
dnbC1=2þe is negligible for any given e > 0. For the rest of the sum we apply a
smooth dyadic decomposition, so that we are left with estimating OðlogCÞ sums of
the form
N1=2Sðgn w;NÞ ¼ N1=2 P
nb1
lgðnÞwðnÞWN; sðnÞ;
where 1aNaC1=2þe and WN; s is some smooth function supported in ½N; 2N 
satisfying
xiW
ðiÞ
N; sðxÞfi jsj i;
the implied constant depending only on i.
5.2. Ampliﬁcation. We shall estimate the sums Sðgn w;NÞ by the ampliﬁcation
method of [DFI93]. That is, we choose some L so that logL  log q and estimate the
ampliﬁed second moment
Sðg;NÞ :¼ P
w 0 ðmod qÞ
 P
Lala2L
wðlÞw 0ðlÞ
2jSðgn w 0;NÞj2;
where w 0 runs over the characters modulo q and
Sðgn w 0;NÞ :¼ P
nb1
lgðnÞw 0ðnÞWN; sðnÞ:
By orthogonality of characters one has (see [M04b])
Sðg;NÞa jðqÞ P
Lal1; l2a2L
wðl1Þwðl2Þ
P
h
P
l1ml2n¼hq
lgðmÞlgðnÞF ðl1m; l2nÞ;
where
Fðx; yÞ :¼WN; sðx=l1ÞWN; sðy=l2Þ:
The total contribution of h ¼ 0 can be estimated by Cauchy–Schwarz and the
Rankin–Selberg bound:
P
Lal1; l2a2L
l1m¼l2n
lgðmÞlgðnÞFðl1m; l2nÞfe T eNL; T :¼ jsjmgDq:
For each pair l1, l2 coprime with q, the contribution of h0 0 can be estimated di-
rectly by Theorem 5 with the parameters (when l1a l2) X ¼ l1N, Y ¼ l2N, Z ¼ jsj:
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P
h00
P
l1ml2n¼hq
lgðmÞlgðnÞFðl1m; l2nÞfe T eUqy1=2NL 1þ N
qL
 1=2
;
where we have put for convenience
U :¼ jsj25=4þyogm63=4þ3yg D:ð5:1Þ
We also note that
NaT eVq; V :¼ jsjmgD1=2;ð5:2Þ
whence the obvious lower bound
N1=2Sðgn w;NÞfe qe Sðg;NÞ
NL2
 1=2
together with the above estimates imply that
Lðgn w; sÞfe T 4e q
L
þUq1=2þyL 1þ V
L
 1=2( )1=2
:ð5:3Þ
The expression on the right hand side suggests that we choose L of the form
L :¼ qð12yÞ=4=R;ð5:4Þ
where Rg 1 depends only on s, mg and D. If R is not too large then we can guarantee
with the help of the convexity bound
Lðgn w; sÞfe T eV 1=2q1=2
that Lb qd with some d > 0. More precisely, the bound (5.3) follows from the con-
vexity bound unless
Uq1=2þyL 1þ V
L
 1=2
fVq;
which by (5.4) is equivalent to
max
U
VR2
;
U 2
VR4
 1=3( )
fL:
Fixing any d > 0, this inequality can be rewritten as
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max
U
VR2
;
U 2
VR4
 1=3( )1d
qð12yÞ=4
R
 !d
fL;
which implies that
R d=ð1dÞfmax
U
VR2
;
U 2
VR4
 1=3( )
) q dð12yÞ=4fL:
This justiﬁes the choice
R :¼ U
2
V
 ð1dÞ=ð4dÞ
;ð5:5Þ
since then (5.3) holds true either because L is admissible or as a consequence of the
convexity bound.
5.3. Concluding Theorem 1. We choose L according to (5.4)–(5.5), where d is a very
small positive number depending on e and U , V are deﬁned in (5.1)–(5.2). Then (5.3)
implies that
Lðgn w; sÞfe T 4efUV 1=2q1=2þyLg1=2fe T 5eU 1=4V 3=8qð3þ2yÞ=8:
In view of (4.3), this is the bound of Theorem 1.
Appendix 1: Bounds for Bessel functions
In this appendix we recall some facts about Bessel functions. Proofs of Propositions
6.1 and 6.2 can be found in the Appendix of [HM04a].
For s A C, the Bessel functions satisfy the recurrence relations
ðxsJsðxÞÞ0 ¼ xsJs1ðxÞ; ðxsYsðxÞÞ0 ¼ xsYs1ðxÞ; ðxsKsðxÞÞ0 ¼ xsKs1ðxÞ:
In particular, if r > 0 and Hs denotes either Js, Ys or Ks, then
d
dx
ððr ﬃﬃﬃxp Þsþ1Hsþ1ðr ﬃﬃﬃxp ÞÞ ¼Gðr2=2Þðr ﬃﬃﬃxp ÞsHsðr ﬃﬃﬃxp Þ;ð6:1Þ
and for any jb 0,
ð6:2Þ
x j
d j
d jx
Hs
r
x
 
¼ QjðsÞHs r
x
 
þQj1ðsÞ r
x
 1
Hs1
r
x
 
þ    þQ0ðsÞ r
x
 j
Hs j
r
x
 
;
where each Qi is a polynomial of degree i whose coe‰cients depend only on i and j.
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Proposition 6.1. For any integer kb 1, the following uniform estimate holds:
Jk1ðxÞf
xk1
2k1G k12ð Þ ; 0 < xa 1;
kx1=2; 1 < x:
(
The implied constant is absolute.
Proposition 6.2. For any s > 0 and any e > 0, the following uniform estimates hold in
the strip j<sja s:
epj=sj=2YsðxÞf
ð1þ j=sjÞsþexse; 0 < xa 1þ j=sj;
ð1þ j=sjÞexe; 1þ j=sj < xa 1þ jsj2;
x1=2; 1þ jsj2 < x:
8><>:
epj=sj=2KsðxÞf ð1þ j=sjÞ
sþe
xse; 0 < xa 1þ pj=sj=2;
exþpj=sj=2x1=2; 1þ pj=sj=2 < x:

The implied constants depend only on s and e.
Appendix 2: Improved bound for the Fourier coe‰cients of holomorphic
half-integral weight cusp forms
By Zhengyu Mao
In this appendix we apply the estimate obtained in Theorem 1 along with the work of
[BM05] to get an improved upper bound for the Fourier coe‰cients of holomorphic
half-integral weight cusp forms. For positive integers k and M and an even Dirichlet
character w modulo 4M let Skþ1=2ð4M; wÞ denote the space of holomorphic forms of
weight k þ 12 , level M, and nebentypus w. The functions f ðzÞ in this space satisfy (cf.
[Wa81])
f
azþ b
czþ d
 
¼ jðs; zÞ2kþ1wðdÞ f ðzÞ; s ¼ a b
c d
 
A G0ð4MÞ;ð7:1Þ
where
jðs; zÞ :¼ y azþ b
czþ d
 	
yðzÞ; yðzÞ :¼ Py
n¼y
eðn2zÞ:
Let S 0kþ1=2ð4M; wÞ denote the orthogonal complement in Skþ1=2ð4M; wÞ of the space of
theta series in one variable. Note that S 0kþ1=2ð4M; wÞ is the entire space Skþ1=2ð4M; wÞ
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for kb 2, while for k ¼ 1 it equals the subspace Vð4M; wÞ deﬁned in [U93]. In the
following we prove:
Theorem 6. Let B, C, y be the constants as in Theorem 1. If
f ðzÞ ¼ Py
n¼1
rf ðnÞð4pnÞk=2þ1=4eðnzÞ
is an L2-normalized cusp form in S 0kþ1=2ð4M; wÞ (cf. (2.1), (2.8)), then for e > 0 and for
any nb 1 whose square part is coprime with 2M we have
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
rf ðnÞf ðkMnÞ G k þ
1
2
  1=2
kðBþ1Þ=2MCþ1n1=4ð1=16Þð12yÞ:ð7:2Þ
Remark 7.1. A similar bound holds for Maass forms. For example, when
f ðxþ iyÞ ¼ P
n AZ
n00
rf ðnÞWðn=jnjÞð1=4Þ; itð4pjnjyÞeðnxÞ
is an L2-normalized Maass cusp form of weight 12 , level 4M, and Laplacian eigen-
value 14þ t2 (t A R), one has, for any nb 1 whose square part is coprime with 2M,ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
rf ðnÞf ðð1þ jtjÞMjnjÞðchðptÞÞ1=2ð1þ jtjÞB
0
MC
0 jnj1=4ð1=16Þð12yÞ
for some positive constants B 0 and C 0. We leave the details to a future work.
Remark 7.2. The ﬁrst breakthrough in obtaining nontrivial bounds for the Fourier
coe‰cients of half-integral weight cusp forms was achieved by Iwaniec [I87] and
reads with slight reﬁnements as (cf. Lemma 2 in [DSp90])
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
rf ðnÞf ðkMnÞ G k þ
1
2
  1=2
k9=2n1=41=28
with the above normalization and under the above assumptions, providing that n is
square-free. Estimates that are valid for all n have been obtained in [Bl04a], Theorem
1 and Lemma 4.4, which are particularly useful for applications with ternary qua-
dratic forms. Combining (7.2) with Lemma 4.2 in [Bl04a], we obtain (cf. [Bl04a, p. 5]
for the notation)
rðspn f ; nÞ  rð f ; nÞfeN41=16n1=2ð1=16Þð12yÞþð7:3Þ
for integers n whose square part is coprime with N.
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7.1. Cusp forms and cuspidal automorphic representations. Let AQ be the ring of
adeles of the rational ﬁeld Q. Deﬁne the additive character c of AQ such that
cyðxÞ ¼ e2pix over Qy ¼ R and for x A Qp, cpðxÞ ¼ e2pix^ where plx^ A Z for some
integer l and x x^ A Zp, the ring of integers of Qp. The additive measures on Qv are
deﬁned to be self-dual with respect to cv for v ¼ p or y.
Let f ðzÞ A S 0kþ1=2ð4M; wÞ, then associated to f ðzÞ is a vector ~j ¼ tð f Þ in the space
of cuspidal automorphic representations of fSL2ðAQÞ, the two-fold cover of SL2ðAQÞ.
Here ~j ¼ tð f Þ is a function on fSL2ðAQÞ which is continuous and left-invariant under
SL2ðQÞ and satisﬁes
ﬃﬃﬃ
y
p
x=
ﬃﬃﬃ
y
p
0 1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
y
p
 
cos y sin y
sin y cos y
 
; 1; 1; . . .
 
¼ yk=2þ1=4eiðkþ1=2Þy f ðxþ yiÞ;ð7:4Þ
where y > 0, x A R, and p < ya p. By the strong approximation theorem for SL2,
we see that ~j ¼ tð f Þ is unique.
It is clear that ~j decomposes into a sum of ~ji ¼
N
v ~ji; v, where each ~ji is a vector in
some irreducible cuspidal representation ~pi of fSL2ðAQÞ. We will ﬁrst establish the
bound (7.2) in the case when ~j ¼ tð f Þ itself is a vector ~j ¼Nv ~jv in an irreducible
cuspidal representation ~p of fSL2ðAQÞ.
In [Wa91] a map Sc is deﬁned from the set of irreducible cuspidal representations
of fSL2ðAQÞ to the set of irreducible automorphic representations of PGL2ðAQÞ.
With our assumption of orthogonality to one-variable theta series, we see that
p :¼ Scð~pÞ is a cuspidal representation. Let j ¼
N
v jv be the unique (up to scalar
multiple) new vector in the space of p (cf. [Ca73, Sc02]). Deﬁne
gðzÞ :¼ jðsÞðczþ dÞ2k; s ¼ a b
c d
 
A SL2ðRÞ; z :¼ ai þ b
ci þ d ;
where SL2ðRÞ is identiﬁed with its image in PGL2ðAQÞ under the embedding
s 7! ðs; 1; 1; . . .Þ.
Then gðzÞ is a newform of weight 2k, some level N, and trivial nebentypus. We can
be more precise on the size of N.
Lemma 7.1. We have N j ð2MÞy and Na ð4MÞ2.
Proof. If p does not divide 2M, then ~pp is unramiﬁed, thus so is pp, which implies
that N is not divisible by p. Let cðpÞ denote the conductor of p (cf. [Sc02]), and let
vp denote the p-adic valuation on Q. Clearly, the conductor of the character w over
Qp is at most vpð4MÞ. We see from Section 1.3.2 of [Wa81] that the newform cor-
responding to the representation pn w has level at most 2M, that is, cðppn wÞa
vpð2MÞ. Then, from the table of conductors of local representations (see [Sc02]),
cðppÞa 2vpð4MÞ, which is equivalent to Na ð4MÞ2. r
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We adopt the notation (2.1) to the present situation, that is,
gðzÞ ¼ P
nb1
rgðnÞð4pnÞkeðnzÞ:
7.2. A theorem from [BM05]. We recall Theorem 4.3 in [BM05]. The statement we
need is:
Theorem 7. Let p ¼ Scð~pÞ. Let S ¼ fygW fp : p j 2Mg be a ﬁnite set of places. For
all square-free integers Db 1, either ~WDð~jÞ ¼ 0 or
j ~WDð~jÞj2
k~jk2 ¼
jWðjÞj2L pn wD; 12
 
kjk2
Q
v AS
Evðjv; ~jv;cv;DÞ;ð7:5Þ
where
Evðjv; ~jv;cv;DÞ :¼
eðjv;cvÞ
eð~jv;cDv ÞLv pvn wD; 12
 jDjv :ð7:6Þ r
The notations are as in [BM05] which we will explain along the way. wD is the qua-
dratic character AQ=Q
 associated with the quadratic extension Qð ﬃﬃﬃﬃDp Þ. ~WD andW
are Whittaker functionals and are related to the Fourier coe‰cients:
~WDð~jÞ :¼
ð
~j
1 x
1
  
cðDxÞ dx ¼ e2pDð4pDÞk=2þ1=4rf ðDÞ;ð7:7Þ
WðjÞ :¼
ð
j
1 x
1
  
cðxÞ dx ¼ e2pð4pÞkrgð1Þ:ð7:8Þ
The Petersson norms are related by (cf. (2.8))
kjk2
k~jk2 ¼
hg; gi=volðG0ðNÞnHÞ
h f ; f i=volðG0ð4MÞnHÞ ¼ hg; gi
volðG0ð4MÞnHÞ
volðG0ðNÞnHÞ :ð7:9Þ
When v ¼y, ~jv and jv are the lowest weight vectors in ~py and py, respectively. The
constant Evðjv; ~jv;cv;DÞ is computed in [BM05]; it equals
Eyðjy; ~jy;cy;DÞ ¼
1
2
e4pð1DÞDk1=2pkGðkÞL pyn wD;
1
2
 1
:ð7:10Þ
Note that
L pn wD;
1
2
 
¼ Ly pyn wD;
1
2
 
L gn wD;
1
2
 
l2ðg;DÞ;
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where
l2ðg;DÞ :¼
L2 gn wD;
1
2
 
L2 p2n wD;
1
2
 
is the quotient of the 2-factors of Lðgn wD; sÞ and Lðpn wD; sÞ. Thus from Theorem
7 we have
ð7:11Þ
Djrf ðDÞj2f
jrgð1Þj24kGðkÞ
hg; gi=volðG0ðNÞnHÞM
1L gn wD;
1
2
 
l2ðg;DÞ
Q
pj2M
Epðjp; ~jp;cp;DÞ:
The method of [HL94] implies that (cf. [HM04a, Section 2.6], [DFI94b, p. 219])
jrgð1Þj2Gð2kÞ
hg; gi=volðG0ðNÞnHÞ f ðkNÞ
:
We note that by the duplication formula for the Gamma function we have
4kGðkÞ
Gð2kÞ ¼
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p
G k þ 12
  ;
so that the above bound is equivalent to
jrgð1Þj24kGðkÞ
hg; gi=volðG0ðNÞnHÞ f ðkNÞ
 G k þ 1
2
  1
:ð7:12Þ
As L2 gn wD;
1
2
 
a 2ð ﬃﬃ2p 1Þ2 and L2 p2n wD; 12 b 2ð ﬃﬃ2p þ1Þ2 , we see that
l2ðg;DÞf 1:ð7:13Þ
Therefore in order to obtain an upper bound for jrf ðDÞj, we only need to ﬁnd upper
bounds for Epðjp; ~jp;cp;DÞ.
7.3. Estimating Ep(jp, ~jp,cp,D). In the deﬁnition (7.6) of Evðjv; ~jv;cv;DÞ, we have
eðjv;cvÞ :¼
kjvk2
jLvðjvÞj2
;
eð~jv;cDv Þ :¼
k~jvk2
j~LDv ð~jvÞj2
:
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Here Lv and ~L
D
v are the local (D-th) Whittaker functionals, kjvk2 is the local Her-
mitian form deﬁned as
kjvk2 :¼
ð
Lv pv
a
1
  
jv
  2 dajajv ;
and k~jvk2 is the local Hermitian form deﬁned as
k~jvk2 :¼
j2jv
2
P
d
ð
~LDdv ~pv
a
a1
  
~jv
  2 dajajv :
The d is summed over the representatives of square classes of Qv , and ~L
Dd
v are local
Whittaker functionals ﬁxed to be compatible with ~LD.
When v ¼ p with p j 2M, ~jp is a vector with
~ppðkÞ~jp ¼ wpðkÞ~jp; k A KpðMÞ;ð7:14Þ
where KpðMÞ is the subgroup of SL2ðQpÞ consisting of matrices
a b
c d
 
with
a; d A Zp , b A Zp and c A 4MZ

p ; wpðkÞ is some unitary character of the group KpðMÞ.
We note that the double cover fSL2 splits over KvðMÞ, thus we can consider KvðMÞ as
a subgroup of fSL2ðQvÞ.
Lemma 7.2. When ~jp satisﬁes equation (7.14), eð~jp;cDp Þ1a 2j2jp ð1 p
1Þ1 for any
D A Qp.
Proof. Clearly,
k~jpk2b
j2jp
2
ð
jajp¼1
~LDp ~pp
a
a1
  
~jp
  2 da:
When jajp ¼ 1,
a
a1
 
A KpðMÞ and we get, for some unitary character w 0,
~pp
a
a1
  
~jp ¼ w 0ðaÞ~jp:
As the Whittaker functional ~LD is a linear form, we see that the integrand is
identically j~LDp ð~jpÞj2. The integral thus gives ð1 p1Þj~LDp ð~jpÞj2. From the deﬁnition
of eð~jp;cDp Þ we get the lemma. r
The vector jp is a new vector in pp. Let FpðxÞ be its image in the Kirillov model of pp.
Then LpðjpÞ ¼ Fpð1Þ which we will assume to be 1, and
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kjpk2 ¼
ð
jFpðxÞj2 dxjxj :
Looking through the table of FpðxÞ in [Sc02], we see either pp is an unramiﬁed rep-
resentation or jFpðxÞja jxj1=2 charZpðxÞ. In the latter case we get kjpk2a 1. In the
former case we computed kjpk2 in [BM05] and obtained
kjpk2 ¼ ð1þ p1Þj1 p2s1j2:
Here s is a purely imaginary parameter (by the Ramanujan conjecture established by
Deligne) associated to pp. Thus we have
Lemma 7.3. eðjp;cpÞa ð1þ p1Þð1 p1Þ2. r
Clearly, jDjpb p1. Looking through the table of L pp; 12
 
in [Go70] we get
L ppn wD;
1
2
 
b ð1þ p1=2Þ2:
Combining this with (7.6) and Lemmata 7.2–7.3 we get
Lemma 7.4. Epðjp; ~jp;cp;DÞa 2j2jp ð1þ p
1Þðpþ p1=2Þ2ð1 p1Þ3. r
7.4. Concluding Theorem 6. The above Lemma givesQ
pj2M
Epðjp; ~jp;cp;DÞfeM 2þe:
Combining this estimate with (7.11), (7.12), (7.13), and Lemma 7.1 we obtain
Djrf ðDÞj2f ðkMÞ G k þ
1
2
  1
ML gn wD;
1
2
 
:
By Theorem 1 and Lemma 7.1,
L gn wD;
1
2
 
f ðkMDÞkBM 2CD1=2ð1=8Þð12yÞ:
Thus we get, for square-free D,
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D
p
rf ðDÞf ðkMDÞ G k þ
1
2
  1=2
kB=2MCþ1=2D1=4ð1=16Þð12yÞ:ð7:15Þ
From the theory of the Shimura correspondence [Sh73, Theorem 1.9], we see that for
n ¼ Dt2 with D square-free and ðt; 2MÞ ¼ 1, we have
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ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
rf ðnÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D
p
rf ðDÞ
P
rs¼t
mðrÞwðrÞﬃﬃ
r
p 1
r
 k
D
r
 
lðsÞ;
where lðsÞ is the s-th Hecke eigenvalue of a ﬁxed newform of weight 2k. By Deligne’s
bound, jlðsÞja tðsÞa tðnÞ which shows that (7.15) remains valid if D is replaced by
any positive integer n whose square part is coprime with 2M.
Now an arbitrary f ðzÞ with h f ; f i ¼ 1 is a linear combinationPi bi fiðzÞ, where
fiðzÞ ¼
P
rfiðnÞð4pnÞk=2þ1=4eðnzÞ;
h fi; fji ¼ di; j (thus
P
i jbij2 ¼ 1), and the Fourier coe‰cients rfiðnÞ satisfy the bound
of (7.15). By Cauchy–Schwarz,
jrf ðnÞj2a
P
i
jrfiðnÞj2;
and by Theorem 4.2.1 of [Ra77], the dimension of S 0kþ1=2ð4M; wÞ is at most
k þ 12
12
½SL2ðZÞ : G0ð4MÞfe kM 1þe;
therefore we conclude the bound (7.2).
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